The ability to use word category information (WCI) for syntactic structure building has been hypothesized to be the essence of human language faculty. The neural substrate of the ability of using the WCI for the complex syntactic hierarchical structure processing, however, is yet unknown. Therefore, we directly conducted an fMRI experiment by using a pseudoChinese artificial language with syntactic structures containing a center-embedded relative clause. Thirty non-Chinese native (Korean) speakers were randomly divided into two groups:
| INTRODUCTION
The essence of the faculty of human language has been studied for decades. Hauser, Chomsky, and Fitch (2002) proposed that recursion might play the core role in human language generation, whereas it is still unclear which specific recursive operation is critical for the human language faculty. Recently, some researchers have been focusing on "labeling", which can identify the syntactic word categories of the syntactic components and is essential for the syntactic hierarchy construction (Goucha, Zaccarella, & Friederici, 2017; Murphy, 2015) . For instance, "the apple" is labeled as a determiner phrase (DP) because of the Head, "the" (D), determining the hierarchy of this phrase, and then "the apple" can be combined with "eat" to be labeled as a verb phrase (VP). According to Chomsky (2013 Chomsky ( , 2015 , labeling only functions after "Merge" at the interface for interpretation, where Merge refers to the binary combination of two syntactic objects so as to form a bigger component. But without labeling, Merge would merely string the words up without constructing the syntactic hierarchies (Goucha et al., 2017) . Thus, Murphy (2015) raised the "Labeling Hypothesis", mainly suggesting that the labeling competence might be unique to humans and human language. To note, a "label" is only a theoretical item, while the substance underlying labels is the word category information (WCI), that is, as for the labels of the words or phrases, D, N (noun), and DP, all labels are based on the WCI. Narita (2014) also demonstrated that the labeling of a new phrase is closely related to This article was published online on 21 September 2018. The author has subsequently provided corrections to the acknowledgment section. This notice is included in the online and print versions to indicate that both have been corrected 13 November 2018. the syntactic categories of the constituents. Therefore, theoretically, using the WCI should be the basis for syntactic processing, as Friederici (2017, p. 28) proposed that the WCI "guides the buildup of syntactic structures." Goucha et al. (2017) further pinpointed that labeling is sensitive to the syntactic properties of both the inputs (i.e., the word category) and the structure that constitutes the output (i.e., the label of the new phrase), and allows people to recognize the labels that the single elements take and the combinatorial rules applying among them in language use.
However, the labeling competence is proposed mainly within the framework of linguistics. The neural substrate of dynamically using the WCI to process the syntactic structures still needs to be explored.
Moreover, the cognitive mechanism underlying using the WCI to learn the complex syntactic rules and to process the complex hierarchical syntactic structures is necessary to be specified, which could either be the rule-based learning/processing mechanism concerning the rules that are compositional, generative, and rigorously descriptive with the property of inflexibility (Opitz & Hofmann, 2015) , helping the participants to characterize the stimulus by examining part of the features (Pothos, 2007) , or the other non-rule-based mechanisms focusing on the statistics (esp. the transitional probability) (the statistical-learning mechanism) (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) , the similarity to the exemplars of the learning session (the similarity-based learning mechanism) (Opitz & Friederici, 2003 , 2004 Shanks, 1995) and the other possible non-rule information. To clarify, as the syntactic rule learning is also accompanied with the processing of the testing sentences, we would not differentiate the cognitive learning and the cognitive processing mechanisms strictly in this study. Therefore, our present fMRI research mainly aims at purely studying the neural substrates of the ability of using the WCI for the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing, and our experiment results could be critical for identifying the corresponding cognitive mechanism so as to map the linguistic construct, the labeling competence, onto the cognitive one(s) in substance. It is relatively rare to find direct experimental research focusing on the WCI as the basis of syntactic processing is rare. Behaviorally, the results of Rohrmeier, Fu, and Dienes's (2012) experiment first showed that participants could implicitly learn the syntactic rules for the construction of the recursive complex hierarchical structures with the WCI represented unconsciously, highlighting that the WCI is necessary for both syntactic rule learning and syntactic structure processing, and that cognitively, the learning (including the processing of the target structures) facilitated by the WCI is rule based. Our recent behavioral study (Chen et al., 2018) found that the participants who had acquired the WCI before the 6 blocks' pseudo-Chinese artificial grammar learning session could successfully construct the key complex syntactic rules, also indicating that WCI is essential for complex syntactic rule construction. We will discuss the cognitive mechanism of such a WCI-based learning by mainly proposing that the final successful acquisition of the complex syntactic rules on the basis of the rule-based use of the WCI (see the Discussion section).
As to the question of the neural substrates of using the WCI for syntactic processing, including the brain areas and the functional connections among them, previous research does provide some insights.
By utilizing the modified version of BROCANTO (Friederici, Steinhauer, & Pfeifer, 2002) , a minimal artificial language in which the artificial words have their own corresponding word categories, Opitz and Friederici (2007) found that compared with the local dependent structure processing, the long-distance dependent rule-based hierarchical syntactic structure processing would more strongly activate the Broca's area (esp. Brodmann's area [BA] 44) in the left hemisphere. Due to the fact that BROCANTO has its own word categories, this study indicated that Broca's area might support the rule-based learning in which the WCI is critical for the complex syntactic rule construction, and this interpretation also applies to Friederici (2003, 2004) . Zaccarella and Friederici (2015) further reported that when participants were processing the minimal "Merge-able" pairs (e.g., DIESE FLIRK, in which the determiner was a German word, and the latter one a pseudo-word), the anterior ventral cluster of BA 44 was significantly activated for the Merge-able pairs. They claimed that Merge had two stages, a concatenation stage of accumulating the words, which depended on the frontal operculum, and a labeling stage helping to build up the hierarchical syntactic structures, supported by the anterior ventral part of BA 44. Goucha and Friederici (2015) also evidenced that when a sentence only reserves function words and inflectional affixes which still reflect the word categories, the left BA 44 would be highly activated. Although the underlying cognitive mechanisms were not demonstrated, both Zaccarella and and Goucha and Friederici (2015) have revealed the candidate brain areas for individuals' successful retrieving of the combinatorial rules operating on labels (also see the comments of Goucha et al., 2017) , and these areas might be the candidate neural substrates of the WCI as the basis of the syntactic processing. Furthermore, Goucha et al. (2017) proposed that the Broca's area, the left superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the dorsal pathway connecting them might be in support of labeling. Such a dorsal pathway connecting Broca's area and the left temporal cortex (esp, the STG) is reported to be critical for (complex) syntactic processing (for a recent review, see Friederici, Chomsky, Berwick, Moro, & Bolhuis, 2017) in ontogenetical (Brauer, Anwander, Perani, & Friederici, 2013; Skeide, Brauer, & Friederici, 2016) , second language acquisition (Yamamoto & Sakai, 2017) , cross species (Dick, Bernal, & Tremblay, 2014) , and primary progressive aphasia studies (Wilson et al., 2011) , while the ventral tract connecting these brain regions might be involved in the semantic processing and local syntactic processing (Makuuchi & Friederici, 2013) or low-level syntactic feature identification (Friederici, 2012; . These researches mentioned above imply that the WCIbased complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing might be supported by the Broca's area, the left STG and their dorsal connections.
Nevertheless, these experimental researches did not study the neural substrates of the WCI as the basis of syntactic processing in a comparatively direct way. Moreover, the Indo-European languages have rich morphological clues for facilitating speakers' or readers' use of WCI in the process of language cognition, while during syntactic structure processing in other languages, such as Chinese, the related neural substrates still need to be investigated. Therefore, we, for the first time, designed a micro, visually presented, pseudo-Chinese artificial language, inspired by Opitz and Friederici (2007) and Rohrmeier et al. (2012) , based on the Chinese phonetic alphabet in which the letters are pseudo-Chinese characters (every single letter would be called a word in this artificial language) that were unfamiliar to the participants and could not be pronounced by them, and in which the word order follows the Chinese syntax. This artificial language is composed of a complex hierarchical syntactic structure with a relative clause center embedded, that is, the main schematic syntactic expression is (N V 1/2 [[V 3 N] R 1/2 ] N), and the relative clause, ([V 3 N] R 1/2 ), is center embedded in the main clause (N V 1/2 N). During complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing, participants were required to form the critical long-distance dependencies between the subcategories of the verb (V 1/2 ) in the main clause and the subcategories of the relativizer (R 1/2 ) conducting the clause, so as to label a new complex VP containing the main verb, V 1/2 , and the clause labeled by R 1/2 , in which (V 3 N) is also center embedded between V 1/2 and R 1/2 . In addition, although BROCANTO involves phonological cues for the classification of words (e.g., the word containing the vowel, /e/, such as "prez", should be a verb), such cues would be avoided in this experiment.
The present fMRI research is based on the results of our previous behavioral study (Chen et al., 2018) which focused on the WCI for the syntactic rule learning (see Supporting Information for the brief introduction). In the current experiment, one group of participants had already acquired both the WCI and the WCI-based syntactic rules of the artificial language (the WCI group) before the fMRI scanning session, whereas the other group had not (the non-WCI group) (see the Participants section for details). Both groups participated in the same task by judging the grammaticality of the testing materials, during which the WCI either functioned or the WCI group's performance (including the brain activation pattern) would be similar to the non-WCI group's. Apart from exploring the brain activation pattern, the dynamic causal modeling (DCM; Friston, Harrison, & Penny, 2003) , commended to be "the most appropriate" approach for explaining the brain responses resulting from the experimental interventions (Stephan et al., 2010) , was also performed to study the effective connections among the brain areas. DCM compares different hypothesized model structures through the Bayesian model selection (BMS) and finally picks up the optimal one considering the accuracy (model fit), complexity, and generalizability synthetically (Makuuchi & Friederici, 2013; Stephan et al., 2010) . We expected that the brain activation pattern of the WCI group might be different from the non-WCI group in involving the core language areas such as Broca's area and the left temporal lobe (Fedorenko & Thompson-Schill, 2014) , and the effective connectivity among them would support the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI to process the complex hierarchical syntactic structures.
| METHODS

| Participants
As the artificial language in the present study is based on Chinese, it is necessary to recruit non-Chinese native speakers to avoid mother tongue transfer (cf. Ling, 2016) . Thirty native Korean speakers had participated in our previous behavioral study (Chen et al., 2018 ) (see Supporting Information for the introduction of the artificial grammar learning procedure and results), and all of them participated in this experiment, belonging to the WCI group (N = 15, 4 males; age: M = 23.3, SD = 3.5) and the non-WCI group (N = 15, 4 males; age: M = 23.5, SD = 2.9). To note, as our previous behavioral study showed, at the end of the 6-block syntactic rule learning, the accuracy (ACC) of the WCI group in the last block (Block 6) (M = 82.4%, SD = 11.1%) was significantly higher than both the random level (t (14) = 11.30, p < .001) and that of the non-WCI group (M = 50.6%, SD = 9.2%) (t(28) = 8.57, p < .001), while the ACC of the non-WCI group in Block 6 was similar to the random level (t(14) = .24, p = .818), and the non-WCI group's word classification performance (M = 37.8%, SD = 16.4%) was significantly below 50% (t(14) = −2.88, p < .05). These results indicated that the WCI group could successfully acquire the key rules based on WCI, but the non-WCI group could not. Therefore, we hereby introduced the learning results to confirm that before the scanning session of our present fMRI research, the grouping of the WCI and the non-WCI groups is reliable. 
| Materials
The key syntactic rules are to merge V 1/2 and R 1/2 in a certain way.
To balance the potential coindex effect (i.e., V 1 -R 1 , and V 2 -R 2 )
facilitating the processing, half of the participants of the WCI group should use the critical converse rules: V 1 -R 2 , and V 2 -R 1 . We also Given the blocked design adopted by our fMRI experiment, 64 testing sentences, each ending with a Chinese period "。", were generated with half being grammatically correct, and they were randomly divided into eight task blocks, each having four correct sentences and four ungrammatical sentences. If the rules, V 1 -R 1 and V 2 -R 2 , are grammatical, then V 1 -R 2 and V 2 -R 1 are ungrammatical, and vice versa. For instance, if V 1 -R 1 and V 2 -R 2 are grammatical, a correct example sentence can be "ㄨ ㄊ ㄍ ㄩ ㄤ ㄉ ㄣ。" whose correctness will be violated if the relativizer becomes "ㄌ." The lengths (6-7 words per sentence), word positions (esp. the Mod), and the word frequencies of the testing sentences (e.g., every token of N appears equivalently in every position of the sentences from each condition) were carefully controlled so as to avoid performance bias.
Four task blocks constituted a run, and in each run, there was a baseline block between every two task blocks. The materials in the baseline blocks were strings of the symbol "#" also with a Chinese period "。" at the end, and their lengths matched the lengths of the testing sentences. Before the actual scanning, participants attended the practice, in which the practice materials were composed in a similar way to the test materials, with two task blocks and one baseline block between them. The practice sentences were different from the test ones.
| Procedure
Participants had practiced before the scanning session. The procedure of the scanning session had two runs, each having four task blocks, and between every two task blocks there was a baseline block (three in total for each run) (see Figure 1 ).
In the task blocks, every testing sentence was presented word by word to avoid participant reading strategies such as only paying attention to a certain word in a certain position of the sentence without reading the whole sentence, although these factors had been controlled for. The existence of Mod would change the lengths of the sentences, but the whole presentation time for a testing sentence (or a trial) was fixed. Taking a test trial for instance, before the first word of the sentence occurred, there was a 1,000 ms blank and a 300 ms fixation followed by a 200 ms blank. Every word of the sentence before the last word would be presented for 500 ms, but the duration of the blank after every word varied, being 400 ms for the 6-word sentences and 300 ms for the 7-word sentences. The last word with the period was for detecting the response, lasting for 3,000 ms for the 6-word sentences and 2,700 ms for the 7-word sentences, and the presentation of this screen would not terminate if the reaction time (RT) was shorter than the duration. Therefore, the duration of every trial was set to be 9 s. The presentation of the "#" strings was the same.
During the scanning, participants were required to judge the grammatical correctness of the test sentences by pressing the buttons once the last word of the testing sentence with the Chinese period appeared. The corresponding relations between the fingers and the buttons were also balanced.
| Behavioral data acquisition and analyses
The accuracy (ACC) and the RT of the participants' grammaticality judgment were recorded. A two-sample t test was performed to compare the ACCs of the two groups, and one-sample t tests were also conducted to compare the ACC of each group with the random level (50%), in which the p value was Bonferroni corrected (p < .017). As for RT, a two-sample t test was also adopted to assess the RT difference between the two groups. Besides, the comparison between the grammatically correct and the incorrect condition were also statistically analyzed for each group (see Supporting Information).
| fMRI data acquisition
The fMRI data were acquired by a 3T SiemensMAGNETON Trio sys- Then, two-sample t test was performed on each ROI to investigate the activation differences between the WCI group and the non-WCI group, and the threshold was Bonferroni corrected to be p < .0125.
The methods and the results of the whole-brain analyses were less interested in the current study, and readers may find this part in the Supporting Information.
| Dynamic causal modeling
Based on the group peak MNI coordinates of the anatomic ROIs, we redefined the corresponding spherical volumes of interest (VOIs) for the DCM. Considering the individual brain activation variances, the radius of the VOIs defined at the group level was extended to 6 mm, and these anatomic VOIs were utilized as the masks (Liu et al., 2010) to detect each participant's local maxima close to the group maxima, thresholded with p < .05, uncorrected Makuuchi & Friederici, 2013 The differences in the model structure between the WCI and the non-WCI group were of primary interest. Hence, we constructed the models for each group respectively, and the experimental perturbation came from Task (relative to Baseline). For each group, in the process of model definition and estimation, the intrinsic connections, the modulatory effects (Task), and the input were taken into account. We defined the left FG as the input brain area for delivering the word form information to higher-order language processing areas. The left FG and the left STG were reported to belong to the "graphophonological conversion access" (Jobard et al., 2003) or the "ventral visual written words stream" (Marinkovic et al., 2003) for word reading, and the functional connection between these areas was positively correlated with Chinese reading performance (He, 2015) . Therefore, 3 | RESULTS
| Behavioral results
The intergroup comparisons showed that the WCI group performed much better than the non-WCI group (the ACC of the WCI group: M = 86.5%, SD = 16.8%; the ACC of the non-WCI group: M = 53.7%, SD = 5.6%; t(25) = 6.72, p < .001), and the random level (t (12) = 18.61, p < .001), while the non-WCI group's performance was not significantly different from 50% (t(13) = 2.47, p = .028 (>.017), 
| DCM results
The results of BMS showed that Model 1 was the optimal model for the WCI group (the posterior model probability was more than 99.99% compared with the other models whose posterior model probabilities were all less than 0.01%), whereas Model 3 was the best for the non-WCI group (the posterior model probability was also more than 99.99%, and the posterior model probabilities of the left three models were less than 0.01% as well). All the connection strengths 
| DISCUSSION
The current study aimed at exploring the neural substrates of the WCI as the basis for the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing, during which the WCI functions to label the new components by forming the critical syntactic relations (i.e., the long-distance dependencies) and constructing the syntactic hierarchies. Behaviorally, the WCI group outperformed the non-WCI group and the random level and could successfully process the complex syntactic hierarchical structures in a rule-based way. In terms of the neural substrates, the WCI group had stronger activations of the Broca's area (especially the left BA 45) and the left STG respectively. Moreover, its effective connection pattern of these regions was clearly different from that of the non-WCI group. These results, for the first time, elucidated that the WCI plays a critical role in complex syntactic hierarchical structure processing, even though the experimental language lacks rich morphological information, such as Chinese, and that the rule-based use of the WCI for the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing involves a left temporo-frontal network consisting of the STG and Broca's area in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). We will discuss the results in detail below.
4.1 | Mapping the labeling competence onto the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI Given the differences between the behavioral performances of the two groups, it is apparent that, without the WCI, the complex syntactic hierarchical structure building would be highly constrained. Under the framework of the "strong minimalist thesis" which assumes the Universal Grammar (UG) to be the simplest computational principles, Under the linguistic perspective of labeling, the answers appear to be clear. Thanks to WCI, the syntactic objects could be selectively picked out to enter the further computation process during which they would be merged and labeled (also see Zaccarella & Friederici, 2015) and then enter the next processing phase recursively; simultaneously, the syntactic hierarchical structure could be built in a cascadic way. This is demonstrated in the present study. The WCI group could form both the local (such as Mod -V and N -V) and the long-distance dependencies (in particular the critical relations between V 1/2 and R 1/2 ) among the syntactic objects on the basis of the WCI, while the processing of the non-WCI group was "irregular" and had no difference from the random level, indicating that this group failed in abstracting out the accurate WCI and the key syntactic rules. This is in line with Gómez and Gerken's (2000) comment that the "categorybased abstraction" is critical for rule extraction. The random (i.e., unsystematic) processing of the non-WCI group further indicated that this group might mainly focus on dealing with the local relations among the single words or chunks at a comparatively concrete level, even though the materials had been controlled and did not show a performance bias as indicated by the ACC of the non-WCI which was not significantly different from the random level. Moreover, both groups' performances would be significantly different from 50% due to the superficial clues/strategies. Therefore, the abilities to identify the WCI/labels of syntactic objects, to compute the relations among the word categories, and to construct the labeled hierarchical syntactic structures constitute might be essential for the human language faculty, and thereby the capacity to build syntactic hierarchical structure.
It is noteworthy that, because using the WCI for the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing is closely related to its role played in the complex syntactic rule acquisition, we would like to discuss the underlying cognitive mechanism of using the WCI, fostering both the acquisition/learning of the syntactic rules and the processing of the complex hierarchical syntactic structures, which is also enlightening for us to map the linguistic construct (i.e., the labeling competence) onto the cognitive one(s). In light of the learning results (see Introduction, Participants, and the Supporting Information) and the behavioral results of the present study, compared with the non-WCI group's poor performance, the WCI group successfully acquired the complex syntactic rules and could use them to process the new sentences in the current fMRI scanning session, indicating that the WCI group could use the WCI to construct the target syntactic rules and to process the complex hierarchical syntactic structures in a rule-based fashion, but not on the other non-rule-based learning/processing mechanisms. The statistical learning mainly relies on the transition probabilities between adjacent elements, that is, "in local dependencies and usually at fixed distances" (Goucha et al., 2017) , which is assumed not to be sufficient to account for the syntactic rule acquisition, especially when the rules are comparatively complex (Dehaene, Meyniel, Wacongne, Wang, & Pallier, 2015; Ding, Melloni, Hang, Xing, & Poeppel, 2016; Friederici, Bahlmann, Heim, Schubotz, & Anwander, 2006; Goucha et al., 2017; Opitz & Friederici, 2004 , 2007 Peña, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler, 2002; . As the experimental materials used in the present study and our previous behavioral research (Chen et al., 2018) consist of the complex hierarchical syntactic structures with the long-distance dependencies and the relative clause center embedded, the WCI group might follow a rule-based way to use the WCI for both the complex syntactic rule acquisition and the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing. Moreover, the transition probabilities between the adjacent words are the same for both types of the trials (i.e., the correct and the incorrect ones), so the WCI group may unlikely use these statistics to identify the grammaticality of the trials. As to the similarity-based learning, Domangue, Mathews, Sun, Roussel, and Guidry (2004) claimed that the accuracy of the similarity-based learning is very limited. Opitz and Friederici (2004) found that the similarity-based learning would activate the left anterior hippocampus, which is different from the area (i.e., the left ventral premotor cortex) activated by the rule-based learning, which was also demonstrated by Hauser, Hofmann, and Opitz (2012) . On one hand, the chunk strength has been carefully controlled during the learning (see Supporting Information), and thus, both groups could hardly extract the rules by merely evaluating the superficial similarity to the exemplars in the training material.
On the other hand, the brain activation pattern of our research is compatible with Opitz and Friederici (2004 , 2007 ) and Hauser et al. (2012 (see the discussions for details below; also see the critical review of Dehaene et al., 2015) . Therefore, we assume that the WCI group's use of the WCI to process the complex hierarchical syntactic structure is in a rule-based way. A recent research of Opitz and Hofmann (2015) further evidenced that the non-rule-based learning mechanism (the similarity-based learning in their study) could function
The schematic plots of the optimal dynamic causal models for (a) the WCI group and (b) the non-WCI group, respectively. The mean modulatory parameter of every connection was given. The dashed arrows denote the connections with the modulatory parameters that were not significantly different from the baseline. The solid arrow pointing to the left FG stands for the driving input with its direction [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
at the beginning of the learning session, and the rule-based learning might be decisive for the learning result, in line with Opitz and Friederici (2004) . Similarly, it is reasonable that the non-rule-based learning might narrow down the solution space by ruling out some transitions among the word categories at the very beginning of the learning so as to promote the efficiency of using the WCI to establish the syntactic rules, but it seems unlikely to determine the final results, especially when the syntactic rules are, to some extent, complicated.
Moreover, as Opitz and Hofmann (2015) proposed, the rule-based learning will happen especially when the learning is explicit. Due to the fact that we explicitly told all the participants to extract the possible abstract rules and the WCI-group was explicitly equipped with the WCI knowledge in the learning session, the rule-based use of the WCI for syntactic rule acquisition should be more convincing.
After demonstrating that the WCI group's use of the WCI for the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing (and the complex syntactic rule acquisition) is relying on the rule-based learning/processing mechanism, we could finally map the linguistic construct, the labeling competence, substantially onto the cognitive construct, that is, the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI. Although the mapping between the two constructs seems reasonable, the specialty of the construct, the labeling competence, is undetermined yet. Under the cognitive perspective, the "labeling competence" seems to be a mere linguistic construct, although this study has revealed the underlying cognitive mechanism for the rule-based use of the WCI to process the complex hierarchical syntactic structures. From the linguistic perspective, it is interesting to know whether the ability to use the WCI for the syntactic processing in a rule-based way is language-specific or cognitive-general. If such an ability is language specific, then the labeling competence should also be a special construct in the field of cognition, distinct from the other general cognitive mechanisms. We will leave this issue open to the future researches. (Brennan, Stabler, Wagenen, Luh, & Hale, 2016; Caplan et al., 2002; Caplan, Chen, & Waters, 2008; Ding et al., 2016; Friederici, 2011; Friederici et al., 2003; Friederici, Kotz, Scott, & Obleser, 2010; Hagoort & Indefrey, 2014; Matchin, Hammerly, & Lau, 2017; Matchin, Sprouse, & Hickok, 2014; Nelson et al., 2017; Newman, Just, Keller, Roth, & Carpenter, 2003; Pallier, Devauchelle, & Dehaene, 2011; Röder, Stock, Neville, Bien, & Rösler, 2002; Stowe et al., 1998) . Generally, the left STG could respond to the expressions as long as they were hierarchically structured. Critically, Pallier et al. (2011) showed that the increase of the scale of the phrase structure was positively correlated to the activation level of pSTS/STG, similar to the recent research of Nelson et al. (2017) which reported that the activation of STG increased with the number of the syntactic nodes to be merged. Ding et al. (2016) found STG to be present in the patterns of the highfrequency γ energy oscillation from phrase level up to the sentence level. further found that the level of the activation of STG could predict the development of the individual complex syntactic competence indexed by the performance of the processing of the complex hierarchical syntactic structure with the relative clause center embedded.
|
However, the comparatively specific role played by the left STG in the (complex) hierarchical syntactic structure processing was still disputed. It was either deemed as a memory component (Boeckx, Martinez-Alvarez, & Leivada, 2014; Hagoort, 2005 Hagoort, , 2013 Kuhnke, Meyer, Friederici, & Hartwigsen, 2017; Meyer, Obleser, Anwander, & Friederici, 2012; Xiang, Fonteijn, Norris, & Hagoort, 2010) , related to the storage of the syntactic node information (Hagoort, 2005) , and the storage and the check of the syntactic frame information (Herrmann, Maess, Hasting, & Friederici, 2009) , or an area for syntactic integration (Friederici, 2011; Friederici et al., 2003 Matchin et al., 2014; Newman et al., 2003) . Combining with the results of DCM, we are inclined to consider the left STG as a multifunctional component which could retrieve the WCI (or label) of the syntactic objects (i.e., the node information) and the labeled hierarchical syntactic templates for later processing, and then integrate and store the various new syntactic information generated from Broca's area in a rule-based way. Therefore, the more complex hierarchical syntactic structure labeled in Broca's area would cause the increase of the complexity of its integration and storage in the left STG, and conversely, the more complex constituent retrieved from the left STG would also augment the complexity of processing in Broca's area.
Moreover, the role of the left STG also implied that this region was crucial for relatively abstract information processing, that is, the operations at the WCI level, but not only for the concrete element computation.
| Broca's area
The ROI analyses revealed the significant activation differences of Broca's area between the two groups. More specifically, the left BA 45 was more strongly activated for the WCI group, while the left BA 44 failed to show a similar intergroup difference. Broca's area has been numerously reported to be involved in the hierarchical syntactic structure processing for both the simple (Ding et al., 2016; Fedorenko, Duncan, & Kanwisher, 2012; Folia, Forkstam, Ingvar, Hagoort, & Petersson, 2011; Goucha & Friederici, 2015; Iijima, Fukui, & Sakai, 2009; Nelson et al., 2017; Okada et al., 2013; Pallier et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2008; Zaccarella & Friederici, 2015) and the complex hierarchical structures (Bahlmann, Schubotz, & Friederici, 2008; Friederici, 2004; Friederici et al., 2006; Just, Carpenter, Keller, Eddy, & Thulborn, 1996; Keller, Carpenter, & Just, 2001; Makuuchi, Bahlmann, Anwander, & Friederici, 2009; Stowe et al., 1998 ).
Broca's area appears to participate in structured sequence processing regardless of the complexity, in which "structured" denoted the syntactic dependencies among the elements in the sequence (Uddén & Bahlmann, 2012) . To note, some researches also suggested the role of the syntactically specific or language-specific working memory played by Broca's area (Boeckx et al., 2014; Caplan et al., 2002; Cooke et al., 2002; Fiebach, Schlesewsky, Lohmann, von Cramon, & Friederici, 2005; Santi & Grodzinsky, 2012; Stowe et al., 1998) , but according to Makuuchi et al. (2009) 44 for the WCI group was subtracted away because of the ungrammatical Merge conducted on the concrete words or chunks (but not the labels at the abstract level) by the non-WCI group. This possibility also implies that the intention to merge two constituents into a new one is intrinsic for human beings despite the grammaticality, although, apparently, the degree of the abstractness and the grammaticality would definitely constrain the rule-based use of the WCI for hierarchical syntactic structure construction in a recursive fashion.
As the left posterior BA 45 could be receptorarchitectonically distinguished from the anterior part, and the current experiment is independent of the semantic information, the stronger activation of the left BA 45 for the WCI group should be related to syntactic processing, especially the rule-based use of the WCI. Recently, Santi and Grodzinsky (2012) proposed that BA 45 could be significantly activated as long as the elements of a certain structure were predictable. Matchin et al.'s (2014) research showed that BA 45 was activated both in the wh-movement and the back anaphora structures, claiming that BA 45 was responsible for the syntactic prediction regardless of the types of the syntactic structures. The critical long-distance dependencies between V 1/2 and R 1/2 and the other syntactic dependencies in our experiment were similar to the back anaphora structure(s) in that the former word categories would predict the latter ones. Hence, we assumed that the left BA 45 might support the syntactic prediction on the basis of the syntactic rules during the syntactic processing.
Moreover, we do not deny the semantic processing role possibly played by the left BA 45; it is unreasonable to assume a certain brain area has only one function, especially when it could be separated into several subregions, and when it may be involved in different brain networks (Friederici & Singer, 2015) . Previous research has demonstrated that the dorsal tract (anatomically, the arcuate fasciculus) connecting the left STG (especially the posterior part) and the Broca's area (especially the left BA 44) might be critical for syntactic processing (Brauer et al., 2013; Dick et al., 2014; Friederici, 2011; Friederici, 2012; Friederici, 2017; Friederici & Gierhan, 2013; Friederici & Singer, 2015; Meyer et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2011) and was deemed to be human specific (Friederici, 2016; Goucha et al., 2017) . Some research also proposed the ventral pathway connecting the left temporal lobe and the frontal lobe was subdivided in a fiber tract to the left frontal operculum functionally relevant for local combinatorics and a fiber tract going to the left BA 45 relevant for lexical-semantic processing . However, due to the fact that the anatomical connections could not determine the effective connectivity because the synaptic connections could be functionally expressed in a dynamic and context-sensitive way (see Stephan et al., 2010 
| FURTHER CAVEATS FOR DISCUSSION
The differences between the WCI and the non-WCI groups also well reflected the difference of proficiency between the two groups, as evidenced by the behavioral results of the scanning session that the WCI group outperformed the non-WCI group. Indeed, proficiency was promoted by the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI, that is, owing to the WCI and the rule-based use of the WCI, the WCI group could process the complex hierarchical syntactic structures in a more proficient and efficient fashion, whereas such an ability of the non-WCI group was highly constrained by the lack of the WCI, so the participants of this group could hardly rely on the rule-based use of the WCI and became much less proficient. Therefore, in the present study, proficiency per se is, by no means, contrary to but rather is the reflection of the unconstrained ability of the rule-based use of the WCI, and both the brain activation and the effective connectivity pattern of the WCI group revealed the neural substrates of the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI, which support this group to process the complex hierarchical syntactic structures more proficiently.
Moreover, different from the WCI group who had acquired the corresponding syntactic rules so as to process the syntactic structures by using the WCI in a rule-based way, the non-WCI group might incline to rely on "guessing," which could, in theory, partly affect this group's brain activation and effective connectivity patterns. In accordance with the scanning result that there was no significant difference of the activation of the left BA 44 crucial for Merge (Zaccarella & Friederici, 2015) between the two groups, the participants of the non-WCI group might mainly resort to the local combinations of certain adjacent concrete words (but not the WCI) to falsely process the target structures. Thus, in the view of "guessing," the individuals of the non-WCI group might utilize the non-rule-based information (such as the superficial similarity) alongside with guessing to target various chunks/combinations for syntactic processing, whose ability of the rule-based use of the WCI was highly constrained, and therefore the resulted brain activation and connectivity patterns were distinct from those of the WCI group.
Furthermore, given the significantly longer RT of the non-WCI group, the "time-on-task" effect that the variability of the trial-by-trial RT might affect the hemodynamic response (Barber, Pekar, & Mostofsky, 2016; Domagalik, Beldzik, Oginska, Marek, & Fafrowicz, 2014; Grinband et al., 2011; Grinband, Wager, Lindquist, Ferrera, & Hirsch, 2008; Yarkoni, Barch, Gray, Conturo, & Braver, 2009 ) also seemed to result in the group differences of the activation and the connectivity patterns. However, due to the current blocked design (each block lasted for 72 s and the duration of each trial was 9 s), the regressors were constructed as boxcar functions with the block duration equal to the duration of the stimuli (cf. Grinband et al., 2008) (to note, the trial duration was also fixed to 9 s, and the final response screen would not disappear if the RT was shorter than its duration), which was different from the "impulse functions" adopted by most rapid event-related designs that underestimated the nontrivial impact of the RT variation of the stimuli with much shorter durations (Grinband et al., 2008) . It is also noteworthy that the RT of the current experiment was collected at the final response screen, before which the critical long-distance dependencies should have already been processed. We would like to leave the question whether such blocked designs should regress out the RT as a regressor of no interest open to future methodological researches. Moreover, the slower RT would induce greater amplitude of the hemodynamic response (Barber et al., 2016; Domagalik et al., 2014; Grinband et al., 2011; Yarkoni et al., 2009 ), but the WCI group with shorter RT showed more activation of Broca's area and the left STG, indicating that the group differences should not be ascribed to the task-on-time effect. The studies further revealed that the task-on-time effect might engage the attentional network (Domagalik et al., 2014) or a frontal-parietal network reflecting the task-on-time effect of sustained attention (Yarkoni et al., 2009) , distinct from the frontal-temporal language network we have been discussing. Therefore, although behaviorally the two groups differed in RT, the "time-on-task" effect seemed unlikely to become the main factor to affect the brain activation/connectivity differences between the two groups.
| CONCLUSION
By comparing both the behavioral performances and the neural activities between the WCI group and the non-WCI group, our fMRI research, for the first time, revealed that the left STG, Broca's area, and the effective connectivity showing a dual-pathway pattern between them was crucial for the (ability of the) rule-based use of the WCI for the complex hierarchical syntactic structure processing. Furthermore, the labeling competence within the linguistic framework could be mapped onto the cognitive construct, that is, the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI. However, the specific suboperations of the whole process and the corresponding neural substrates await refinement. And the specific anatomical and functional connections between the left temporal lobe and Broca's area still need to be elaborated. Moreover, the specialty of the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI remains yet unclear. Nevertheless, as such an ability is also crucial in the highly analytic language processing (such as for Chinese, which lacks of abundant morphological marks) and the neural substrates are part of the core language network, we further hypothesize that the ability of the rule-based use of the WCI might be universal as the essence of human language faculty under the perspective of neurolinguistics. All of the authors declared no conflict of interest.
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